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ABSTRACT

Wireless LAN is the most commonly used everywhere nowadays. Wireless LAN is commonly used only because it is easy to use and maintain. We can access it easily ad work effectively with it. But because of higher availability of wireless LAN means its increased attacks, errors and challenges for any organization. In this paper we will discuss about various security issues and threats. In order to study about various security threats this paper will examine about the various attacks such as DOS attack, session hijacking, man-in-middle etc. attacks. This will also explain various securities like confidentiality, availability and access controls. This will help to humans to understand that how actually it is.


1. Introduction:
LAN as the name specifies the Local Area Network, means it is a network which works in a limited area or a place. LAN works only within limited area such as a building, companies, colleges, enterprises etc. which comes under only limited space. The users connected through a network in a LAN. Every individual user uses configuration to access the network. LAN mainly consists of a central point which is called as an Access Point. It is analogy to a hub or a switch in traditional star topology based wired local area networks[4].

A NIC normally connects a wireless station to the AP in the Wireless LAN [5]. This Access Point works as a Hub which provides the connections. LAN commonly works as like Star topology in which only one system contains the whole connection while other nodes only share that connection to access the internet. This network is also works as like as the client server architecture or model in which the server contains the whole connection and it provides the connection to the client nodes while they are requesting for the connection. All 802.11 stations operate in two ways, either in ad-hoc mode, where stations are connected to each other, or in infrastructure mode, where stations are communicating with each other via the access points to reach some other network [6]. The above given Fig. shows the wireless LAN in which the
client nodes are accessing the connection through the Access Point or Hub. Wireless LAN means connecting the two or more nodes through a wireless connection method in which each nodes connected through without any connection or wireless). This is all about the wireless local area network.

2. ATTACKs on Wireless LAN:

2.1 Man-in-middle attack: Man-in-middle attack is the most popular attack in the world of wired as well as wireless communication. Man-in-middle attack as its name says there is a third party or third person which sits between the two parties which are communicating with one another and interpret/hacks their personal conversation without the knowledge of the legal parties.

That third person will access the private information of the two parties and modify their conversation without the knowledge of legal parties. The man-in-middle accesses the correct information and than save that information in their own database and provides/forwards the interpreted information to the next legal member of the conversation. The legal parties think that they are communicating in a secure manner but there is the insecure conversation is done between both of them. The whole process is done without knowing them as shows in Fig. given below:

![Figure 2(a). Man-in-middle attack.](image)

![Man-in-the-middle attack](image)

2.2 DOS attack: Denial of Service attacks or DOS is a serious threat on both wired and wireless networks. This attack aims to disable the availability of the network and the services it provides [1]. In Wireless LANs, DOS is conducted in several ways like interfering the frequency spectrum by external RF sources hence denying access to the WLAN or, in best cases, granting access with lower data rates [2]. In DOS attack the main focus of this attack is disable or discarding the originality of the data or network so that the services can not be accessed by any node in the given network. Its main aim to loose the connectivity of the connections between various nodes.

![Figure 3(b). Man-in-middle attack.](image)
2.3 Hijacking the session attack:
This is also named as session hijacking attack in which when any unauthorized user access the information as well as the whole access to the network then that unauthorized user not only access the private information about the network while it also changes the network connection as well as the configuration of the network is called that the session is hijacked.

2.4 Type of Dictionary attack:
This attack focuses on the username and passwords. In this type of dictionary attack the hacker try to access the username and on the basis of username it try to access the password and it makes a number of word combinations using the dictionary. It tries until it accesses the password of the network. Dictionary attacks will be unsuccessful if the password is not in the dictionary [11]. The main aim of this attack is to make the unwanted changes into the network to slow down the network or any other.
Eavesdropping by the third parties enables the attacker to intercept the transmission over the air from a distance [3]. This is an attack that cannot be easily prevented using adequate physical security measures[8]. Besides, this attack can be done far away from the premises of any organizations [9][10].

Examples of passive attacks are Eavesdropping, Man-in-the-Middle attack, Traffic Analysis etc. Active attack categories are WEP Key Cracking, Evil Twin AP and AP Phishing etc. [7].

3. **Wireless LAN standards of IEEE 802.11:** Various WLAN standards(802.11) are given as shown in Fig-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE Standard</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Main Function And Other comments</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>802.11</td>
<td>Uses 2.4 GHz (ISM) RF band. Maximum data rate is 2Mbps.</td>
<td>Legacy technology that is used minimally.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11a</td>
<td>It works up to 5 GHz (UNII) radio frequency band. 8 available radio channels and sometimes 12 channels, in few countries. Maximum data rate is 54 Mbps. Uses OFDM, usual range is 50-100m.</td>
<td>It provides a higher performance. The big advantage is that maximum speed, it means that no signal interference as it operates in licensed frequency.</td>
<td>In 1999, this standard was completed and products are available now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11b</td>
<td>2.4 GHz (ISM) RF band. Maximum data rate is 11 Mbps. Uses DSSS/CCK, typical range is 50-100m</td>
<td>Performance enhancements. The main advantage is minimum cost, good range of signals that are not easy to obstruct.</td>
<td>Completed in 1999. Since 2001, big range of products is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11g</td>
<td>2.4GHz (ISM) Radio frequency band. Maximum data rate is 54 Mbps. Use OFDM/PHY.</td>
<td>Higher performance with 802.11b. Backward compatibility. Provides speeds similar to IEEE 802.11b.</td>
<td>Completed in 2003 and now products are available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11n</td>
<td>Future business standard that will extensively recover network throughput. 2.4 GHz (ISM) and 5 GHz (UNII) RF band. Maximum data rate is 500Mbps. Uses (MIMO) technology.</td>
<td>Increased data throughput. Backward compatible with IEEE 802.11a/b/g. Greatest maximum speed and most excellent signal range, additional resistant to signal interference.</td>
<td>Completed in Oct 2009.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11i</td>
<td>Design for wireless networks security mechanisms. It is based on the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and can encrypt communication that runs on 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g technologies.</td>
<td>Improved security</td>
<td>Completed in 2004 and now products are available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **WIRELESS security requirements:**

1. Access control
2. Authentication
3. Availability
4. Confidentiality
5. Integrity

We can also secure our connection or network by checking that no unauthorized user can access our wireless network. If we provides the
authenticity to our network then there are less chances to lost network connection while transmission over the network.

5. Conclusion: In this paper here we included what are the various security issues which occur in Wireless LAN and affects the security threats. Here are some standards which are useful for it and preventing the security threats occurred in WLAN. There are various security requirements which also prevent the security threats in WLAN. Wireless LAN is most widely used network nowadays. So it should be secure so that users can communicate over this network easily and securely.
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